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Satellite-based synthetic aperture radar interferometry (InSAR) has been
successfully used to measure ground subsidence and uplift in the Los Angeles
basin (Bawden et al., 2001), the Las Vegas valley (Hoffmann et al., 2001), and in
the Santa Clara valley (SCV) (Ikehara et al., 1998; Schmidt and Bürgmann, 2003).
These studies capitalized on InSAR’s tens-of-meters spatial resolution and sub-
centimeter precision to evaluate the contribution of groundwater changes to
vertical ground movement over wide regions.  In this report we detail our own
efforts to utilize InSAR for measuring groundwater controlled subsidence and uplift
in the Southern Santa Clara Valley (SSCV).  We show results for seasonal as well
as multiple year time spans and evaluate the significance of apparent trends.  We
also compare the results from InSAR to motions inferred from groundwater
elevation data.  We find that neither data set indicates (within its capabilities) long-
term vertical ground motion greater than two millimeters per year.

InSAR
An interferometric image (interferogram) is created by taking the difference

between the signal phases from two radar images (a pair) obtained at different
times.  The interferogram represents changes in the distance between the satellite
and the ground during the time spanned by the pair.  Individual radar images
(scenes) can be obtained as frequently as every month from the ERS-1 (1991-
2000) and ERS-2 (1995-present) satellites; provided that the data was acquired by
the European Space Agency.

The data set used in this project includes 27 scenes from both satellites
acquired between 1992 and 2000 for track 299, frame 2861.  These were
combined in pairs to form 80 interferograms.  Interferograms were processed using
the Repeat-Orbit Interferometry Package developed at JPL and the Statistical-Cost
Network Flow Algorithm for Phase Unwrapping developed at Stanford University
(Chen and Zebker, 2001).  From the larger set, three subsets were formed of
whole-year (dtm< 3 months) and seasonal (dtm > 3 months) pairs (dtm is the number
of months minus any whole years between two scenes used in an interferogram).



Seasonal interferograms were further divided into those with time periods spanning
from summer to winter (SW) and from winter to summer (WS).

The three major error sources in InSAR analyses are decorrelation noise,
indeterminacies in satellite orbit parameters and signal distortions due to
atmospheric water content (Bürgmann et al., 2000).  Decorrelation acts to reduce
the spatial coherence and thus amount of useable data within a scene.  Our work
in Phase 1 established that within the time and spatial baseline bounds set by
decorrelation effects, enough data was available within the SSCV and across the
entire scene to warrant further analysis (see Phase 1 report for more detail).
Sufficient signal throughout the radar scene is necessary to adequately estimate,
simulate and remove the contributions of orbit errors.  After accounting for the first
two error sources we must then consider the unknown contributions of atmospheric
artifacts to the interferogram signal.   Atmospheric artifacts appear as coherent
data, but mask the contributions of ground movement to the observed signal.  They
are the result of radar wave delay by water vapor in the troposphere (e.g. clouds)
and for the monthly time sampling of InSAR, can be considered random in time
(Zebker et al., 1997).  That is, the average of the atmospheric errors at a single
point across a sufficient number of interferograms should approach zero.  Data
averaging (interferogram stacking) is therefore an effective and generally applied
method for diminishing atmospheric errors.

Interferogram Stacking Procedure
An interferogram stack was created from each of the data subsets (MY,

SSW and SWS, see Table 1 & Supplement 1). Only those interferograms with
independent scenes were stacked together; this prevents the atmosphere present
in a single scene from being counted more than once in the average.  Also, any
pixel that was poorly correlated (cost < 300, Chen and Zebker, 2001) in even one
individual interferogram was not included in the final stack.  The interferograms are
added up and then scaled by an appropriate quantity to create the resultant stack.
For the MY stack, this quantity is the cumulative years spanned by all input
interferograms.  This gives a result scaled to a yearly rate.  The seasonal stacks
were scaled by the total number of input interferograms to give results scaled to
one season.

To evaluate the ability of stacking to reduce atmospheric errors, we also
constructed an atmosphere artifact reference (AAR) stack of five interferograms
spanning only one month (Table 1).  The short time spanned by each
interferogram allows us to assume that since very little ground movement occurs
during a month, atmospheric errors dominate the observed signal.  The resultant
AAR stack should therefore display a small signal.  However, it is expected that the
averaging out of atmospheric errors will not be perfect and that the stack of month-
long interferograms will contain a non-zero signal.  The individual input
interferograms have signals with standard deviations (s) from ±9-14.5 mm. After
scaling by the total number of input interferograms, the AAR stack has a residual
signal with a standard deviation of ±4 mm.  The 2s interval (99% confidence



interval) of –8 to +8 mm give an estimate of the full range of atmospheric errors
that might still be present after stacking five input interferograms. Any possible
subsidence or uplift signal should be outside this range to be considered
significant.  The 2s interval does not change significantly if it is re-scaled to the
cumulative time span of the MY stack.

Groundwater Elevation Modeling
We compare the interferometric stacks to synthetic interferograms derived

from groundwater elevation data.  Data provided by the Santa Clara Valley Water
District for wells within the Southern Santa Clara Valley sub-basins (Figure 2) from
1996-2000 were modeled as a sinusoidal seasonal term imprinted on a linear long-
term trend.

EL = Aseasin(2πT+j) + [RannT+b]
Where EL is the groundwater elevation at time T measured in years.  The

amplitude of the seasonal signal (Asea) and the annual rate (Rann), as well as the
sinusoid phase (j) and line intercept (b) were determined by minimizing the
squares of the misfit between the data and model (See Supplement 2).  The
resulting seasonal amplitudes and annual rates were contoured using an
interpolation method developed for satellite data (Sandwell, 1987).  Groundwater
elevations are related to vertical ground movement (uv) through the storage
coefficient (Ske).

uv = Ske¥EL
Though it is expected that the storage coefficient is site dependent, we use

a value of 1.5¥10-3 determined for the main Santa Clara Valley (Poland and
Ireland, 1988) and shown to correlate well with InSAR data in that region (Schmidt
and Bürgmann, 2003).

Besides providing confirmation of results, the groundwater data is also
useful for determining the absolute ground motions, since InSAR provides only
relative ground motion within the frame.  Areas with small amounts of ground
motion were determined from the groundwater elevation data and were used to
define absolute motion in the interferograms.  A constant was added to an entire
stack to equalize the mean ground motion within these areas to those calculated
from the groundwater elevation data.

Results and Discussion
The MY stack (Figure 1b) was constructed from five one-year

interferograms (Table 1) spanning 1996-2000.   Greater than 98% of the image
falls within the AAR 2s interval, meaning that it is not possible to distinguish any
ground movement from atmospheric artifacts.  A notable feature is the apparent
subsidence of as much as 7.8 mm/yr near the town of Morgan Hill.  This anomaly
appears in only two input interferograms (8/18/1997-8/3/1998 & 10/12/1998-
11/1/1999, See Supplement 1); making it a strong possibility that though it is close
to the limit of the 2s interval, this apparent signal is nevertheless due to
atmosphere.  Comparison to the groundwater data (Figure 2a) confirms that a ~8



mm/yr subsidence rate in this region is not likely and that overall secular ground
motion should be small.  The largest predicted subsidence rate is –1.8 mm/yr and
is for well 09S03E16C001 near the border of the Coyote (most northern) and
Llagas (two southern) sub-basins (Figure 2a).  This rate is well within the noise of
the interferogram stack.

Five interferograms spanning from summer to winter months were input into
the SSW stack (Table 1, Figure 1c).  While four of the input interferograms span a
single season, one interferogram covers ~1.5 years (7/14/1997-12/21/1998).
Based on the lack of secular ground movement in the MY stack, we make the
assumption that the contribution of seasonal ground movement dominates the
signal in this interferogram.  Within the sub-basin outlines of the Southern Santa
Clara Valley, 97% of the observed signal is within the AAR 2s interval (-8 to 8 mm
from its own mean).  The general pattern observed is of small seasonal motions in
the north increasing to 6-8 mm of uplift in the south and with apparent localized
patches of uplift, which are difficult to distinguish from atmospheric artifacts.

The winter to summer spanning stack (SWS) contains only three pairs
(Table 1, Figure 1d).  We expect that atmospheric artifacts should contaminate the
signal to an even greater degree; this is apparent from the overall larger range of
the apparent signal in Figure 1d.  The general pattern of apparent movement in the
stack is similar and opposite to the summer to winter stack, though more poorly
determined.  In the main Santa Clara Valley, seasonal ground movement
magnitudes of 31 mm from the summer to winter stack and –31 mm from the
winter to summer stack are similar to values reported by Schmidt and Bürgmann
(2003) and corroborate their finding that seasonal movements in the SCV are
largely elastic and recoverable.  The similarity between these values and the study
of Schmidt and Bürgmann confirms that our method for determining the absolute
ground motion works well.  However the SWS stack contains many common
scenes with the SSW stack, so they may contain common atmospheric artifacts
that will appear to be reciprocal signals.

The range of seasonal amplitudes predicted from modeling of groundwater
elevation data (Figure 2b) still falls within the AAR 2s interval (relative to its own
mean), with peaks of 11.6 mm and 8.9 mm for wells 11S04E02N001 and
09S03E16C001 respectively (Figure 2b).  The interpolated well water levels
suggest a similar pattern of ground movement as the seasonal interferogram
stacks (Figure 1c-d), with movement increasing to the south.  The interferogram
stacks indicate that seasonal amplitudes of ±6-8 mm are more widespread
throughout the southern Llagas sub-basin, than groundwater elevations would
suggest.  Long-term movement in this area is very small; less than 3.5 mm/yr of
uplift is indicated by the interferograms.  However, this is too small to be
distinguished from atmospheric noise and is in an area of very poor data coverage.
Our modeling of groundwater elevation data indicates a rate of less than 1 mm/yr
in this area.

It is possible to match an area of enhanced seasonal motion just north of
the border between the Coyote and Llagas sub-basins from the groundwater



elevations to a similar area of enhanced signal in the seasonal stacks.
Groundwater levels suggest as much as ±11 mm of vertical movement seasonally,
while the interferogram stacks show a similar area of movement with a magnitude
of 13 mm (SSW) and –13 mm (SWS).  The interpolated data in this area is
controlled by well 09S03E16C001 (Figure 2b), for which the largest yearly
subsidence rate (-1.8 mm/yr) is also predicted.  Though this yearly rate is too small
to be resolved by the InSAR data, the signals in the seasonal stacks are equal and
opposite, suggesting that the deformation is mostly elastic and recoverable.

Conclusions
Within the reliability limits of ±8 mm for InSAR set by atmospheric errors and

determined empirically for this study, there is no indication of long-term subsidence
or uplift in the Southern Santa Clara Valley.  Predictions of vertical ground motions
determined from modeling of groundwater elevation data confirm that yearly rates
are small and allow a maximum of ~2 mm/yr of subsidence in a small portion of the
SSCV.  Seasonal movements are generally measured by InSAR to be equal and
opposite in the summer to winter and winter to summer stacks, indicating that the
seasonal ground movement is elastic and recoverable.  However, this observation
could be misleading since both stacks contained common scenes that would
contribute equal and opposite atmospheric errors.  On the other hand, the pattern
and magnitude of seasonal ground motions observed using InSAR is similar to that
inferred by groundwater elevations.
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Table 1: Dates of interferogram pairs included in stacks.

Stack Interferogram pairs
(Scene dates)
Track 299 Frame 2861

Multi-Year (MY) figure 1b 6/24/1996   - 7/14/1997
8/18/1997   - 8/3/1998
6/29/1998   - 6/14/1999
10/12/1998 - 11/1/1999
12/21/1998 - 1/10/2000

Seasonal - summer to
winter (SSW) figure 1c

5/20/1996 - 1/20/1997
6/24/1996 - 2/24/1997
7/14/1997 - 12/21/1998
8/3/1998   - 3/1/1999
8/23/1999 - 4/24/2000

Seasonal – winter to
summer (SWS) figure 1d

1/20/1997 - 7/14/1997
2/24/1997 - 8/18/1997
3/1/1999   - 7/19/1999

Atmosphere artifact
reference (AAR)

5/20/1996 - 6/24/1996
1/20/1997 - 2/24/1997
7/14/1997 - 8/18/1997
10/12/1998 - 11/16/1998
3/20/2000 - 4/24/2000



Figure 1a: Location map using SAR
amplitude image and showing roadways
(yellow lines), Southern Santa Clara Valley
Subbasin borders (bright blue lines) and
major faults (dark blue lines).

Figure 1b: Stack of five multi-year
interferograms.  White areas are points
with poor coherence in one or more input
interferogram.  Scaled to one year.

Figure 1c: Stack of five seasonal
interferograms spanning summer to winter
months.  Dashed line is Main Santa Clara
Valley ground movement signal.  Scaled to
one season.

Figure 1d: Stack of three seasonal
interferograms spanning winter to summer
months.  Scaled to one season.



Figure 2a: Synthetic interferogram produced by
interpolating the yearly rate (Rann) determined
from modeling ground water elevation data.
Black plusses are the locations of wells used in
the interpolation. Scaled to vertical motion in
mm.

Figure 2b: Synthetic interferogram produced
by interpolating the sinusoid amplitude (Asea)
determined by modeling of ground water
elevation data.  Scaled to vertical motion in
mm.

09S03E16C00109S03E16C001

11S04E02N001



SOUTH COUNTY SUBSIDENCE STUDY - PHASE 2
SUPPLEMENT 1 – INTERFEROGRAM STACK INPUTS

For all Figures: The last sub-figure in each figure is the resultant stack.  Note that
a constant determined from groundwater elevation data has not been added to
these sub-figures; ground movements shown are relative within the scene.  Titles
are ERS 1&2, track 299 frame 2861 scene dates in YYMMDD format.  Color
scales vary.

Figure 1.1: Individual interferograms included in the Multi-Year (MY) stack

Figure 1.2: Same as Figure 1.1 for the seasonal, summer to winter (SSW) stack.

Figure 1.3: Same as Figure 1.1 for the seasonal, winter to summer (SWS) stack.
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SOUTH COUNTY SUBSIDENCE STUDY - PHASE 2
SUPPLEMENT 2 – GROUNDWATER ELEVATION MODELING

Groundwater elevations were modeled as the combination of a sinusoidal
seasonal term and a linear long-term trend.

EL = Aseasin(2πT+j) + [RannT+b]
Where EL is the groundwater elevation at time T measured in years.  The
amplitude of the sinusoid amplitude (Asea) and the line slope (Rann), as well as the
sinusoid phase (j) and line intercept (b) were determined using a grid search
algorithm and performing a least squares minimization.

One outlier from well 10S04E30Q001 on 3/17/1997 was removed from the
raw data.  The time series for each well was fit with the model as described
above (see Figures 2.1-2.10).  We attribute the sinusoid amplitude (Asea) to
seasonal fluctuations and the line slope (Rann) to the yearly rate.  The seasonal
amplitude and yearly rate for each well were interpolated spatially using a spline
interpolating algorithm developed by Sandwell (1987) and implemented in the
Matlab software package.  The gridded values were converted to millimeters and
multiplied by a storage coefficient of 1.5¥10-3 to produce the predicted ground
motions shown in Figures 2a-b.

Figures 2.1-2.10: Groundwater elevation data with model fit results (red curve)
Script 2.1: This script evaluates the model and returns the least squares
difference between the model and data; used for minimization routine.

Sandwell, D.T., Biharmonic spline interpolation of GOES-3 and SEASAT altimeter data,
Geophysical Research Letters, 14 (2), 139-42, 1987.
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SCRIPT 2.1: Fit_Sine.m
Evaluates model and calculates squared misfit.  Used in a least squares minimization routine

function y=Fit_Sine(params,indep,data)

A=params(1);
phi=params(2);
m=params(3);
b=params(4);

%Model is sine term plus line
model=A*sin(2*pi*indep+phi)+m*indep+b;

%least squares minimization
y = sum(((data-model)./data).^2);
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